Endoscopic ultrasound-guided transmural drainage of calcified pseudocyst in a patient with chronic calcific pancreatitis
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A 42-year-old male presented with increasing abdominal pain and a palpable lump since 2 weeks. He had history of significant alcohol intake. Contrast-enhanced computed tomography (CT) of the abdomen revealed calcification in the head of pancreas and a large pseudocyst adjacent to the body and tail of pancreas (Fig. 1A). The wall of the pseudocyst adjacent to the stomach had multiple calcific specks (Fig. 1A). There was no bulge on gastroscopy and therefore the patient was taken up for endoscopic ultrasound (EUS)-guided transluminal drainage of the pseudocyst. EUS revealed a large pseudocyst with multiple calcific specks in its wall (Fig. 1B). The cyst was punctured avoiding these calcific specks and after dilatation of the tract to 12 mm a 7 Fr double pigtail biliary stent was placed (Fig. 1C, 1D). The patient had marked improvement in his symptoms and the lump disappeared. The patient was discharged on the fourth day of drainage and a repeat CT 2 weeks later revealed complete resolution of the cyst.

EUS-guided drainage has been shown to manage efficiently pancreatic fluid collections even in the absence of fluoroscopic control [1]. EUS provides an opportunity to drain collections distant from the gastrointestinal lumen, without a visible bulge in the stomach or the duodenum, and with vascular collaterals in the wall. Calcification of the wall of the pseudocyst is uncommon and represents a long drawn chronic process. The calcified pseudocysts are usually treated surgically but the advent of EUS has also made endoscopic drainage possible [2,3]. The present case suggests that EUS-guided drainage of a calcified pseudocyst is safe and effective.
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